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Philip Beesley

Radiant Soil: Diffusion and extimacy

Philip Beesley is a professor in the School of Architecture
at the University of Waterloo. An architect and digital media
artist, he studied visual art at Queen’s University, technology
at Humber College, and architecture at the University of
Toronto. His Toronto-based design studio PBAI realizes
public buildings, exhibitions, stage and lighting projects,
using industrial design methods, digital prototyping, and
mechatronics engineering. Beesley’s work is widely cited in
the rapidly expanding technology of responsive architecture.
He has authored and edited eight books and appeared on
the cover of Artificial Life, Leonardo and AD journals. His
work was selected to represent Canada at the 2010 Venice
Biennale for Architecture, and he has been recognized
by the Prix de Rome in Architecture, VIDA 11.0, FEIDAD,
two Governor General’s Awards and as a Katerva finalist.
Beesley’s funding includes core CFI, SSHRC, NSERC and
Canada Council for the Arts grants.

If my clothing floats and ripples outward, and if fluxing heat
and cold cloaks me, do the boundaries of my body lie at my
skin or do they lie beyond?. Looking inward, at the bundled
vesicles at the amygdala and limbic core of my bicameral
brain and at the distributed neural matter and ranging islands
of ganglia in pineal, chest, elbows and knees, it is tempting
to characterize my body as a kind of ragged archipelago
bound together by tribal agreement. These images speak of
an expanded physiology. In their diffusion and their multiple
forms, they might offer models for a renewed architecture.

University of Waterloo

Link: www.philipbeesley.com

The work that I am pursuing with my collaborators is founded
in intimacy and touch. The structures of this space are
saturated with turbulence that offers clutching, and pulling.
Components are controlled by actuators and sensors,
producing responses that ripple outward sharing space with
the viewers. The work sets out ghost-like crystalline forms
following diagrids and textile forms that make lightweight,

resonant scaffolds. Simple chemical exchanges within liquid
circulation systems traced throughout these structures
form protocell vesicles, suggesting an active metabolism.
Networks of simple computational devices and sensors
allow viewers to be tracked, offering small increments of
gentle muscular movements that register our own presence,
rippling back to us, starting to offer a sense of breathing,
ambient architecture.
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Ronit Eisenbach

Sharon Mansur

Insertions: Sites-in-flux

Ronit Eisenbach’s creative and scholarly efforts are located
at the intersection of art and architecture. Through a practice
that includes teaching, curating, exhibition design, and
the construction of temporary site-specific environments,
Eisenbach explores how the perception of subjective,
invisible, and ephemeral objects affects understanding and
experience of place.
Her installations have been exhibited at the Detroit Institute
of Arts, The Cranbrook Art Museum, Oslo’s Galleri Rom,
and Venice’s Palazzo Mocenigo. Articles and reviews of
her work have appeared in the Journal of Architectural
Education, the Public Art Review, The Washington Post,
Washington Times, Sculpture Magazine, and Metropolis.
Recent co-authored publications include, “Installations by
Architects” and “Ruth Adler Schnee: A Passion for Color.”
She is also a fellow of the Center for Creative Research, the
Beverly Willis Architecture Foundation, the Virginia Center
for the Creative Arts and the MacDowell Colony.

Sharon Mansur is a Washington DC-based experimental
dance artist whose creative investigations integrate
improvisation,
somatic
practices,
interdisciplinary
collaborations, the dialogue between body and environment,
and the intersection between the visual and visceral. Her
work has been presented throughout the United States as
well as in the UK, Argentina, Mexico, and Ireland. She is
currently an Assistant Professor of Dance in the School of
Theatre, Dance, and Performance Studies at the University
of Maryland where she teaches somatics, improvisation,
choreography, site dance and creative process.

Dance artist Sharon Mansur and Architect Ronit Eisenbach will discuss their experimental performance/installation works
inspired by and responsive to the environments in which they are situated. Their in situ public events develop over time —
integrating and layering movement modules, sound and architectural elements in response to the site itself, its people, past,
present and possible futures. These works shift understanding of the built environment and the sensorial experience of the
body in space. In this talk, they will share examples of their earlier work and describe how it has spawned a new project with
composer Aleksandra Vrebalov that explores the spatial and expressive potential of a site-in-flux and the catalytic role that
ephemeral works can play. One could easily argue that every site in the built environment is in transition, as large and small
actions affect the character and nature of any place. It is this aspect of place that ephemeral works can help underscore,
initiating reflection on the rich potential of transitional conditions, and the inherent agency individuals may or may not have
in relation to choices concerning place.

University of Maryland, College Park

University of Maryland, College Park

www.mansurdance.com
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Elke Krasny

Volksküche - Communal Kitchen

Elke Krasny is a curator, cultural theorist, urban researcher
and writer based in Vienna, where she is a Senior Lecturer
at the Academy of Fine Arts. She is also a Visiting Scholar
at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in 2012, Visiting
Professor at the Academy of Fine Arts Nürnberg in 2013,
and Visiting Professor at the Technical University of Vienna
in 2014. Recent curatorial works include: Two or Three
Things We’ve Learned. Intersections of Art Pedagogy and
Protest, Gallery of the Viennese Artist Association, Vienna
2010 Penser Tout Haut. Faire l’Architecture, Centre de
Design UQAM Montréal in 20101 and Dalhousie University
Halifax 2011; Hands-On Urbanism 1850-2012. The Right to
Green was shown at the Architecture Centre Vienna and
at the Architecture Biennale Venice 2012. She edited the
volume Women’s: Museum. Curatorial Politics in Feminism,
Education, History, and Art, 2013.

Communal kitchens look back onto a long and rich history.
They function as central spaces and times of encounter
during strikes, occupations, and as part of activist and
social movements. These “Volksküchen” (kitchens of the
people) provide sociability, hospitality, and the experiences
of sharing food. In this paper I will trace the physical
aspects of the temporary and mobile architectures of such
kitchens, I will examine how they migrated conceptually into
contemporary artistic practices, and I will look at issues of
affective labor.

Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna

Karen Bradley

Marcia F. Feuerstein

Rudolf Laban: Artist/Engineer
Karen Bradley, University of Maryland

Marcia F. Feuerstein

Karen Bradley is the Director of Graduate Studies and
Associate Professor of Dance at the University of Maryland
College Park. A certified Laban Movement Analyst, she
recently completed a pilot study “Your Brain on Dance”,
(with Dr. Jose Contreras-Vidal at the University of Houston)
to determine brainwave patterns for particular qualities of
expressive movements. She is on the research team of a
SSHRC grant “Moving Stories: Digital Tools for Movement,
Meaning, and Interaction”, a partnership between the
Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement Studies and the
School of Interactive Arts and Technology at Simon Fraser
University. Bradley is currently developing two other
projects: Re-Imagining and Re-Imaging Choreometrics, a
digitized repository of over 2000 clips of cultural dances
from around the world, and The Art of Science Learning,
a community-based curriculum for exploring environmental
challenges through the arts. She is the author of the book
Rudolf Laban (Routledge, 2008).

Marcia Feuerstein is architect and educator. She holds a
professional degree in architecture from University at Buffalo and the PhD from the University of Pennsylvania. She
teaches both theory and design in the Department of Architecture at Virginia Tech’s Washington Alexandria Architecture Center. Her earliest interests were in theater and
music. In the 1970s, she designed adaptive equipment and
environments for children and young adults with perceptual
and physical limitations. Her fascination with architecture,
performance and the body stemmed from these early studies. Co-edited books include Changing Places: ReMaking
Institutional Buildings (White Pine Press, 1992), and Architecture as a Performing Art (Ashgate, 2013). Selected
essays include “Theatrical Doubles: the Affecting Presence
of Oskar Schlemmer’s Wall Designs”; “Skewed Stagecraft:
Claude Bragdon’s Isometric Theatrics”; “Illuminating Quality in Architectural Reveals; “Body and Building inside the
Bauhaus’s Darker Side: On Oskar Schlemmer. Drawings
and constructed images are published in Journal of Utopian
Studies (1998), 20th Century World Architecture: the Phaidon Atlas ( 2012), Architecture as a Performing Art (2013)
and others.

Rudolf Laban was a designer of dance and a mapmaker
of movement. Living in a time and place where all roads
crossed and disciplines had not yet become silos, he drew
from observation and embodied practices to create a language of movement designed not to preserve it in final form,
but to reveal its nuances and potential. Karen Bradley, author of Rudolf Laban will share the past, present, and future
of Laban’s approach to taking the matter of movement into
mind and the mind of movement into matter.

Architecture as embodied space is more than designing
for human proportion, size, dimension and form, as Le
Corbusier’s Modulor appears at first glance. This is only
part of the story. One of the final acts by many architects,
before completing design, is to drop a few people into their
drawings. In this talk I argue that “peopling” design is a much
deeper concept and should be the first act – that of inhabiting
a project from its beginning, to lurk throughout the design
process. Like ghosts, they embody within and throughout
designing, building and beyond. Our bodies have been a
source for and partnered with architecture over centuries:
Vitruvius and Leonardo’s Vitruvian Man, Le Corbusier’s
Modulor, and Oskar Schlemmer’s Bauhaus experiments
are a few examples of an active dialogue between body
and architecture. This paper addresses this active dialogue,
introducing a theory of body-centricity – architecture as
embodied surrounding -- discussed through various works
of architecture, design, and teaching.

University of Maryland
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Designing through our imagined bodies
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Alan Macy

Beauty and the Origins of Electrophysiology,

Telecommunications and the Global Theater

is currently the Research and Development Director, past
President and a founder of BIOPAC Systems, Inc. He
designs data collection and analysis systems that are
used by researchers in the life sciences. Trained in both
electrical engineering and physiology, he has become
fluent in the fusion of these two fields, with over 30 years
of development experience. He continues to present in the
areas of human-computer interfaces, electrophysiology, and
telecommunications. His recent research and artistic focus
explores ideas of human nervous system extension and the
associated impacts upon our perceptions. As an applied
science artist, he specializes in the creation of human
sensitive, interactive sculpture and environments. His work
has been featured at the San Francisco Exploratorium and
the California Academy of the Sciences.

A tale that begins 360 BCE and then jumps to the 17th
century and beyond. A patchwork quilt of a story that starts
with beauty and weaves its definition with aesthetics,
emotional feeling, taste, the galvanic cell, electrophysiology,
the telephone, re-tribalization and the Omega Point.

with the development of the telephone in 1876. Electricity
moving inside the body could now directly mediate the flow
of electricity outside the body, at a practically equivalent bit
rate.

Biopac Systems, Santa Barbara CA

Links:

www.biopac.com
www.alanmacy.com

Lambert’s, Hume’s, Sulzer’s and Kant’s ideas about taste,
pleasure and the appreciation of beauty have contributed
to the foundations of psycho-physiological thought and
to the origins of electrophysiology. In the pivotal years
1791-94, methods and results developed by Galvani
and Volta establish a robust basis for the scientific fields
of electrophysiology and electrical telecommunications.
Galvani’s twitching frog leads to the understanding that
electricity mediates the flow of information inside the
body. Volta’s pile battery created a stable power source for
the seminal work of Faraday, Oersted and Ohm. Human
nervous system extension took a significant leap forward

Concurrent with the development of human-rate-capable
electronic communication methods, comes the projection
of our more complete selves. These projections allow our
nervous systems to extend outward towards greater reach
and sensitivity. These capabilities also permit increased
awareness of the perceptual filtering processes occurring
inside our own bodies.

The Sensory Perception Chair project explores the ideas of human nervous system observation, extension
and reciprocation. Chairs have been
developed to sense and mimic subtle
physiological autonomic and nonautonomic phenomena, such as the
electrical signal generated by heartbeats and the movement of breath.
Neurologically-tuned interface for
wireless transmission of nervous system generated raw electrical data.
Cellular motor unit action potentials
are reinterpreted at servo actuators
to establish direct neural control at a
distance.

Derek Reilly

Dalhousie University
Derek Reilly js an Assistant Professor of Computer Science
at Dalhousie, where he is a member of the Graphics and
Experiential Media (GEM) Lab working in the area of Human
Computer Interaction. Much of his research is concerned
with the impact of our physical environment on how we
interact with computers. He has explored this within a range
of technical contexts, including interactive visualization,
mobile computing, mixed reality environments, and whole
body interaction. Before coming to Dalhousie Dr. Reilly was
faculty in Digital Futures at OCAD University, and a research
scientist at Georgia Tech’s GVU Center.

Working remotely together in responsive
environments: experiments with proxemics
and mixed reality
Blended virtual and physical spaces (aka “mixed reality”
spaces) have long been used to connect people across
distances. More recently, theories about how people
organize themselves spatially when in groups (sometimes
called proxemics) have been applied to make sense of
how people work together in highly responsive digital
environments. In this paper I will discuss our work exploring
the use of these same theories when connecting remote
collaborators to responsive environments through mixed
reality. After discussing our approach to body tracking in
the My Mother’s Kitchen project, I will focus on a research
collaboration with a neurological hospital in Brazil where
we are exploring how health care staff can work together in
mixed-presence (collocated and remote) groups.
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Claire French

Developing My Mother’s Kitchen

Claire French is co-artistic director of the dance and
music company Restless Productions, with composer
James Maxwell. Born in the UK, she started dancing at
the age of three and has not stopped yet. Since 1994,
French has been an independent choreographer, teacher
and collaborator working across Europe, the UK, and
Canada. Recent projects and roles include Crowd Director/
Choreographer for the Canadian Badlands Passion Play
in Alberta, Choreographer and Collaborator for a largescale interdisciplinary installation performance with Mocean
Dance and Sarah Bonnemaison at Dalhousie University
in Halifax; a collaboration with animator and visual artist
Allison Hrabluik; Choreographer for graduating students of
Lincoln University UK; and Associate Producer of Dance
in Vancouver 2013. French holds an MFA Interdisciplinary
Studies from Simon Fraser University (1999) and a
BA (Hons) degree in Dance with Inter-Arts from Leeds
University College Bretton Hall UK (1994). In Vancouver
she has taught dance and composition at Simon Fraser
University, Capilano University, CADA/ BC, Shadbolt Centre
for the Arts, UBC, and many private studios. French has

In the creation of the performance, we are able to draw on
Sarah’s extensive, organized research and respond to the
set elements, which act as a container for investigation,
aiding us in the process of discovering appropriate content.
Finding physical concepts and ideas that relate to the
overarching theme of a work is important to my process.

Restless Productions, Vancouver

This project rewards me in this regard. Through its rich bed
of design, we can interact, deconstruct, build and play. I
like to draw from a wide movement vocabulary ranging from
task-based action and pedestrian gesture, to familiar dance
steps, to an invented abstract movement palette. You will
see this range in our interpretations.
I am working closely with the dancers, who are major
contributors to the content of (and dialogue around) the
work. Collaboration is a significant part of my practice and
I have a deep regard for interdisciplinary process. There
are many exciting elements to this work and each discipline

feeds the development and communication of the other.
Its interdisciplinary nature is intriguing and stimulating to
me. We are capturing the research and concepts behind
the work and working to deliver them in a creative and
compelling way, whilst also vibrantly animating the space.
Claire French
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Mocean Dance
Halifax
Founded in 2001 by Carolle Crooks Fernando, Sarah
Rozee, Sara Harrigan, Alicia Orr MacDonald, and Lisa
Phinney Langley, Mocean Dance is recognized nationally
as a leading company from the Atlantic region. Now led
by Artistic Director Susanne Chui and Artistic Associate
Sara Coffin, the original founders continue to perform,
choreograph and provide support for the company. Working
with both locally and nationally renowned choreographers,
Mocean brings together talented artists to create exciting
new work that is rooted in collaborative process, stretches
physical and emotional boundaries and finds authenticity.
www.moceandance.com
Mocean Dance will present, at Mind into Matter, the
project “My Mother’s Kitchen”, a collaboration with Sarah
Bonnemaison to explore the world of ergonomics, motion
studies and kitchen design.

Jacinte Armstrong
Jacinte Armstrong is a Halifax-based dancer, choreographer,
improvisor and teacher. She trained at Halifax Dance, and
went on to study at the New World School of the Arts in
Miami. She was the recipient of the inaugural Diane
Moore Creation Scholarship, awarded by Live Art Dance
Productions in 2007. Jacinte is a co-founder of Verve
Mwendo Dance Company and SiNS (Sometimes In Nova
Scotia) dance, and has worked with Cory Bowles, Veronique
MacKenzie, Ruth-Ellen Kroll Jackson, Susanne Chui, Sara
Coffin, Rachel Franco, Daelik, Tedd Robinson, Thomas
Lehmen (Schreibstuck), Phin Performing Arts, Gwen Noah
Dance, and Mocean Dance. She made her first film about
Pilates (which she loves), through AFCOOP’s One Minute
Film scholarship, and a dance video through the Centre
for Art Tapes. Jacinte teaches Pilates, is a member of
the Canadian Alliance of Dance Artists, and an Artist-inResidence at Halifax Dance.

Suzanne Chui

Sarah Rozee

Sandy Moore
Halifax

Sandy Moore is an award-winning composer and sound designer for theatre, dance, concert, site-specific and film music.
Elegies For Air India, Song cycle for 2 Mezzo Sopranos and Baritone; The Howl Project; Soprano and 8 Boom Boxes;
Arctic Defenders, film documentary feature; Escape to Freedom, a solo mini-opera for Mezzo and piano composed for
Opera From Scratch, Halifax; The Censor That Is Time, Art Song for baritone and piano composed for Art Song Lab,
Vancouver, and Communion, original music and sound design, Neptune Theare, Halifax, National Arts Centre, Ottawa.
Other artistic highlights include Moonrise Over Stolen Moments, International Composer’s Workshop, Beijing, China, 2011;
Vimy, National Arts Centre and Great Canadian Theatre Company Co-production, 2010; ACT V Sc I, for Soprano and any
ensemble, Upstream Guerilla Orchestra; Tout Passe, Soprano and Clarinet; site-specific work The Book Of Names, for
the Needham Memorial Park bell tower, 2009; The Damned, Halifax concert of new chamber works, 2009; and as well,
Macbeth, National Arts Centre, Ottawa; Fly Fisher’s Companion, Prairie Theatre Exchange, Winnipeg; The Gin Game and
Love Letters, Wolfville Summer Theatre Festival. For the film and TV industry Sandy has created scores for: Grande Dame
(Bravo); Where Do I Start? (NFB, Cultural Olympiad, Vancouver); Dinner For One (Bravo, Awarded Best Original Score
at the Atlantic Film Festival); The Wild Dogs (Emotion Film, Genie nomination) as well as 3 Merritt Award nominations for
Driving Miss Daisy, 2012, Valley Summer Theatre, By The Dark Of The Moon, 2008, Mulgrave Road Theatre, and Fool For
Love, 2007, F4L Productions.

Lukas Pearse

NSCAD University
Lukas Pearse is a Bassist/ Composer / Sound Editor / Media
Artist / in Halifax. He is an acoustic, electric and digital artist
with professional experience in a wide array of genres and
creative forms. Rooted in visual art as firmly as in music,
Lukas also provides both improvised and composed live
visuals for music, modern dance, fine art and theatrical
events. Lukas has been involved for over a year in the
development of the interactive elements of the installation
of My Mother’s Kitchen. He is developing the entire network
linking the 5 zones of the exhibition and having each one also
be its own unique interactive environment. Tracking flows of
still images, videos, sounds and music each zone offers the
dancers and visitors alike a multi layered experience of the
space. With extensive teaching experience, Lukas Pearse
is also a passionate educator both privately and through the
artist-run Centre For Art Tapes and the Nova Scotia College
of Art and Design.
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